ABSTRACT Fuzzy logic Taguchi method (FLTM) is used to optimize parameters for wire bonding process. The proposed FLTM integrates orthogonal arrays, signal-to-noise ratios, response tables, analysis of variance (ANOVA), fuzzy logic, and multiple performance characteristics index. The main process parameters for wire bonding are ultrasonication time, ultrasonication power, bond force, bond force time, and search force. The output responses include ball shear and ball size. The orthogonal arrays, signal-to-noise ratios, and response tables reduce the number of experiments needed to find the best factor-level combinations. The significant control factors are determined by ANOVA. In engineering practice, ball size increases as ball shear increases, but an excessively large ball size causes a short circuit, whereas an excessively small ball size cannot provide enough ball shear. Due to the two contradictory output responses, the FLTM is used to find the best process parameters. The experimental results show that the process parameters obtained by the FLTM result in a smaller ball size and a larger ball shear compared with those obtained by statistical methods, artificial intelligence techniques, and previous designs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wire bonding process is the key process in an integrated circuit chip-package. The trend in wire bonding process is increasing precision and increasing fineness of pitch. For high level performance, designing the best process parameters is essential. Sheaffer et al. [1] and Groover et al. [2] used the response surface method to optimize process parameters. Hu et al. [3] used the Taguchi method to study gold wire weakening in thermo-sonic bonding. Other studies have used fuzzy-rule-based methods to set wire bonding parameters [4] , [5] . Recently, computational intelligence techniques have been developed and successfully applied in the semiconductor manufacturing process. Taguchi method has been combined with artificial neural network to optimize parameter settings for gold (Au) wire ball formation [6] , [7] . Su and Chiang [8] used neural networks and genetic algorithms (GAs) to optimize operating parameters for wire bonding. Hou et al. [9] integrated Taguchi method, neural networks, and GAs to optimize process parameters for wire bonding. Hou et al. [10] integrated neural networks and artificial immune algorithms to optimize parameters for a wire bonding process. Chang and Hung [11] used a neural network-based prediction model to optimize embedded processes of a gold wire bonding structure for a stacked die package. The developed technology enabled the use of the same die sizes used for wire bonding interconnections with no additional processing. Jiang et al. [12] used the design of experiment for copper wire-bonding in integrated circuit (IC) packaging manufacturing. The experimental study showed that the flow rate of forming gas was a key factor in forming qualified free air balls and for establishing a workable process window. Su and Yeh [13] used Taguchi method to optimize a Cu wire bonding process. The methods increased production yield from 98.5% to 99.3%, which resulted in a savings of approximately USD 0.7 million. To optimize parameters for a wire bonding process, Sibalija et al. [14] and Sibalija and Majstorovic [15] developed integrated models for experimental design processes with multiple correlated responses. Their models included three stages: expert system, Taguchi method, and neural networks/GAs. Sibalija and Majstorovic [16] presented a generic optimization methodology for selecting process parameters in multiresponse processes. In the first stage, a quality loss function and multivariate statistical methods were used to synthesize responses into a single process performance measure. In the second stage, neural networks were used to build a process model, and a simulated annealing algorithm was used to optimize wire bonding process parameters. In another study by Tsai [17] , an adaptive diagnostic system for quality control of a Cu wire bonding process combined Grey relational analysis and a neurofuzzy technique. Han et al. [18] reported that the main factors in wire bonding are, in order of influence, ultrasonication power, bonding force, and bonding time. The authors obtained bonded Au wires with sufficient stability for use in microwave modules. Tsai [19] proposed a hybrid intelligent approach to deriving robust parameter settings for a fine-pitch Cu wire bonding process with multiple quality characteristics. In practice, consumers and designers usually consider multiple performance characteristics (MPCs) of a product/decision [14] - [16] , [20] - [22] . Although the mentioned-above approaches appear promising, it is difficult to apply these presented approaches to deal with the MPCs problems of wire bonding process. So, further studies are needed to determine which method is the most suitable when limited data are available and when output responses have multiple contradictory objectives.
The design of experiment approaches are usually used to systematically select and analyze parameters in the studied problems [23] , [24] . Among the design of experiment approaches, the Taguchi method, a popular approach used in the industry [25] - [28] , is a statistical experimental method of implementing and evaluating improvements in processes and products. The main principle is to enhance quality by minimizing the effects of the causes of variations rather than by eliminating the causes themselves. The Taguchi method minimizes the number of experiments needed to study a large number of design variables. An efficient way to study the effect of several control factors simultaneously is to arrange matrix experiments in orthogonal arrays (OAs). The better factor-level combinations are determined by orthogonal arrays and signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). The Taguchi experimental design process uses analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine the smallest number of experiments needed to identify the most important control factors. The Taguchi method has been widely used in many applications due to its efficiency and effectiveness [9] , [10] , [29] - [37] .
Fuzzy logic [38] is a mathematical theory of inexact reasoning used to model the human reasoning process in linguistic terms. Fuzzy logic is highly suitable for defining relationships between system inputs and desired outputs. Fuzzy controllers and fuzzy reasoning are particularly useful for complex industrial systems that cannot be modeled precisely even when the assumptions and approximations are clearly identified [21] , [39] - [42] .
For the MPCs problems, a weighting approach is typically used for each response. In practice, however, weighting each response is extremely difficult. Weighting is a particularly interesting research problem when the number of MPCs is large. Most previous applications of Taguchi method have only focused on a single quality characteristic and have paid relatively little attention to MPCs. Fuzzy logic analysis simplifies the solution procedure for MPC problems. By setting up a reasoning procedure for each performance characteristic, the MPCs can be transformed into a single value in a multi-performance characteristic index (MPCI). Specifically, the semiconductor industry requires a systematic reasoning approach to using Taguchi method and fuzzy logic for simultaneous optimization of MPCs to improve efficiency in solving problems involving multiple contradictory objectives. Such an approach would be particularly useful for solving problems involving output responses that have multiple contradictory objectives.
This study integrates OA, SNR, response table, ANOVA, fuzzy logic, and MPCI for parameter optimization of a wire bonding process. Fuzzy decision-making logic enables the use of fuzzy reasoning for setting MPCs and for integrating MPCs into a single performance index. The resulting fuzzy logic Taguchi method (FLTM) proposed in this study can then be used to optimize MPCs and wire bonding process parameters.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the research problem. The optimization methodology is briefly described in Section 3. The proposed approaches are introduced in Section 4. Section 5 presents optimal results and experimental validations. Finally, Section 6 concludes the study. Figure 1 shows how the wire bonding process is used to connect a fine gold wire from the integrated circuit bond pad to the inner lead of the substrate. The first step of the process is positioning the capillary above a bond pad of the die with a ball, which is formed on the end of the wire. When the capillary descends, the contact between the ball and die forms the first bond, which is called the ball bond. A thermo-sonic bonding system combines ultrasonic power and vibration force. Heat is also applied to the pad to increase bonding efficiency. After the ball is bonded to the die, the capillary raises to the loop height. The capillary then feeds the wire to the inner lead of the substrate. The capillary deforms the wire near the lead, which produces a wedge-shaped bond known as a ''stitch bond'' or ''second bond''. The capillary then rises away from the lead. At a preset height, a new ball is formed on the tail of the gold wire, which extends from the capillary end. A hydrogen flame or an electric spark may be used to form the ball. The cycle is then complete, and the next ball bond can be [8] - [10] . According to the manufacturing experience of a Taiwan semiconductor company, the five main process parameters for the first and second bonds, i.e., ultrasonication (US) time, US power, bond force (BF), BF time, and search force (SF), are the key factors in Au wire bonding. The five process parameters cannot be ignored, and are needed to determine the most suitable values when limited data are available and when output responses have multiple contradictory objectives. Notably, Pequegnat et al. [43] reported that electrical flame off (EFO) parameters (including current and time) substantially affect the micro-hardness of free air balls composed of Au or Cu. Han et al. [18] indicated that the factors that affect wire bonding are, in order of influence, US power, bonding force and bonding time. The authors obtained bonded Au wires with sufficient stability for use in microwave modules. Therefore, the main process parameters for the first and second bonds are US time, US power, BF, BF time, and SF. The US time and US power parameters are ultrasonication oscillation time and power, respectively, after the capillary contacts the pad. The BF force and BF time are the force with which the capillary contacts the pad and the duration of the contact with the pad, respectively. The SF is the downward force of the capillary when it contacts the pad. The output responses include the ball shear and the ball size of the first bond. A Taiwan semiconductor company currently uses the ball shear test to measure wire strength. According to the practical experience of a Taiwan semiconductor company, ball size and ball shear are the two main quality measures for the case studied in this paper. In engineering practice, a larger ball bond results in a larger ball shear in a wire bonding process. However, a large ball bond causes short circuits, and a small ball size cannot provide sufficient ball shear. Therefore, the two output responses (ball shear and ball size) are contradictory, i.e., ball shear increases as ball size decreases. Any new product development or modification requires a trial run, which is often costly in terms of time and cost [44] . In this case, the costs include the gold wire and labor [9] , [10] , [18] .
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Most manufacturing processes use much more complex, multi-step or profiled bonding processes that have many more parameters. Although this study focused on a simple Au wire bonding process, good control of two confounding variables and two opposite goals was required to achieve high performance and quality. Therefore, a systematic method is needed to optimize wire bonding process parameters.
III. OPTIMIZATION METHODOLOGY
This section briefly describes the methods applied in this study, i.e., Taguchi method and fuzzy logic.
A. TAGUCHI METHOD
Taguchi method is a powerful tool for solving problems in robust design. Robust-parameter design is an engineering method used to optimize process and product parameters that have low sensitivity to variations and to minimize the development and manufacturing costs of designing high-quality products. Two major tools used in the Taguchi method are the OA and the SNR.
Many design experiments use OA matrices for selecting the best combinations of factor levels in each experimental run and for analyzing data. In an OA matrix, numbers are arranged in rows and columns where each column represents a specific factor and each row expresses the factor-level in each run. An OA is a fractional factorial matrix, which ensures a balanced comparison of levels of any factor or interaction of factors. The matrix is called an OA because all columns can independently assess one another. The OA is described in detail in studies such as [25] - [27] and [45] - [48] .
In communication engineering, SNR is used as a performance indicator. This concept was first applied in experimental design by Dr. Genichi Taguchi, an electronic and communication engineer. The SNR concept is a useful indicator and measurement of the quality and improvements achieved by reducing variability. In the case of repetitive data, the control factors used to improve quality and to reduce variation can be identified by changes in the average response and by changes in the amount of variation. The SNR, which converts some replications into a single value (higher-the-better), affects the amount of variation present and the average response. Based on their characteristics in discrete and continuous cases, SNRs can be classified into three types: nominal-is-best, larger-the-better, and smallerthe-better. Only continuous cases are discussed here. Additional details are presented in [25] - [28] and [46] - [48] .
For the smaller-the-better characteristic, assume a set of data y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n . The natural estimate is S = target value. Taguchi recommended multiplying the common logarithm of this SNR by 10, which obtains the SNR in decibels (dB). This logarithm has been applied in communications for many years. For engineering applications, a large SNR (η) is preferable, and the following equation is used for a smaller-the-better characteristic.
Like the smaller-the-better characteristic, the natural estimate of the larger-the-better characteristic is S = 1 n n t=1
which is also measured in dB.
For the nominal-is-best characteristic, the SNR is
which is also measured in dB and where S = n t=1 (y t −y) 2 n−1
and y = 1 n n t=1 y t . For the three characteristics, performance is determined by η. A higher η indicates better performance. In addition to maximizing η, another task is adjusting the output to meet the target value for the nominal-is-best characteristic.
B. FUZZY LOGIC
A fuzzy logic [38] system comprises a fuzzifier, membership functions, a fuzzy rule base, an inference engine, and a defuzzifier. First, the fuzzifier uses membership functions to fuzzify the given input parameters. The inference engine then generates fuzzy values by applying fuzzy rules based on fuzzy reasoning. Finally, the defuzzifier converts the fuzzy values into crisp output values. For example, fuzzy reasoning can be described as two-input, one-output fuzzy logic. The fuzzy rule base consists of a group of if-then control rules with two inputs, x 1 and x 2 , and one output, y. A representative rule set of nine fuzzy if-then rules can be stated as
where R n (n = 1, 2, . . . , 9) denotes the n-th implication. The x 1 and x 2 are the input values, and y is the output value. Subsets A i , B j (i, j ∈ 1, 2, 3), and C k (k ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) are fuzzy subsets defined by the corresponding membership functions µ Ai , µ Bj , and µ Ck , respectively.
Based on these rules, the max-min compositional operation [49] , [50] yields a fuzzy output. Finally, this study used the center of gravity defuzzification method to transform the fuzzy inference output into a non-fuzzy value, i.e., MPCI in this study.
IV. PROPOSED FLTM FOR WIRE BONDING EXPERIMENTS
This study considered five factors in wire bonding experiments: US time, US power, BF, BF time, and SF. Each factor was divided into three levels to account for non-linear effects based on the original process parameters as references. Each original parameter value was set to level 2 of three levels. Levels 1 and 3 were then set according to expert knowledge. The experiments in this study required five three-level columns to assign the five factors. For this purpose, L 27 (3 13 ) was selected because it has thirteen three-level columns. The output responses are ball size and ball shear, which are contradictory objectives. To maximize ball shear and minimize ball size, the η of the smaller-the-better feature in Eq. (3.1) is used for ball size since a smaller ball size has a lower cost and is unlikely to cause a short circuit. The η of the largerthe-better feature in Eq. (3.2) is used for the ball shear since the larger ball shear provides a larger shear force.
The response tables of two different outputs are built to find the best factor-level combinations for their objectives. When building the response table, the effects of different factors are set as follows: E fl = average of sum of η i for factor f at level l, where f is the factor name, l is the level number, and i is the experiment number. After the 27 experiments of L 27 (3 13 ) are performed, the response table of the Taguchi method is used to investigate the η of each factor level. The best factor-level combinations obtain a smaller ball size and a larger ball shear. The response table shows the average η of each factor level and maximum average η of each factor. The main objective is to use the response table to find the best level for each factor. The best factor level has the highest E fl value in the experimental region. That is, the 27 experiments revealed the factor-level combinations that obtained the best results, even though not all (i.e., 3 5 ) factor-level combinations were considered. Additionally, ANOVA analyses of two different outputs are performed to find the factors that significantly affect ''the smaller the ball size, the larger the ball shear'' characteristic in the wire bonding process. The two inputs to the fuzzy logic analysis are the SNRs of ball size and ball shear. Each input assigns three fuzzy subsets, which were extracted from trends in experimental data by experts in the field. The trapezoidal, Gaussian, and triangular types were used as fuzzy logic membership functions (MFs) for the study. For example, the trapezoidal MF is a curve that defines how each point in the input space is mapped to a membership value (or degree of membership) between 0 and 1. Figs. 2-3 show trapezoidal membership functions for ball size and ball shear, respectively. Five fuzzy subsets, which also adopt the trapezoidal membership functions, are assigned to the MPCI output. Figure 4 shows the trapezoidal membership functions for the MPCI output. The two inputs and one output are used to calculate various membership degrees of the fuzzy sets. Table 1 shows the nine fuzzy rules that are directly derived according to ''the larger the SNR, the better the performance'' characteristic. The Mamdani method [49] was used to transform the fuzzy inference output into a non-fuzzy value, i.e., the MPCI value. A higher MPCI value indicates a better performance characteristic. Mamdani method transforms the fuzzy output into a crisp value by setting MFs for input and output variables and by using the max-min inference method. The Mamdani method is also used to fuse the expert experiences of a Taiwan semiconductor company into the inference mechanism in the consequent part as shown in Figs. 2-4 Step 4: Considering the contradictory objectives of optimizing ball size and optimizing ball shear, perform a fuzzy logic analysis that includes fuzzification, building membership functions, setting fuzzy rules, inferencing, and defuzzification.
Step 5: Based on the data obtained by fuzzy logic, use response tables to analyze the effects of control factors, and use ANOVA to identify significant control factors in MPCI.
Step 6: Perform new experiments using the best factor combination.
Step 7: Compare the process parameters obtained by fuzzy logic with the process parameters in the original design.
V. OPTIMAL RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS A. OPTIMAL RESULTS
The practical industrial application of the FLTM was demonstrated in the engineering design problem of parameter optimization for a wire bonding process. First, Taguchi method was used to perform experiments and to accumulate data indicating the effects of the ball size and the ball shear. The effects of ball size and ball shear on wire bonding performance were governed by five factors: US time (ms), US power (mW), BF (gf), BF time (ms), and SF (gf). The original process parameters were US time (factor A) of 8, US power (factor B) of 160, BF (factor C) of 15, BF time (factor D) of 10, and SF (factor E) of 13. To account for nonlinear effects and to minimize the required number of experiments, a three-level L 27 (3 13 ) OA was used. Each parameter value was originally set to the middle level of three levels. That is, the original process parameter combination was A2B2C2D2E2. Table 2 shows how each parameter was separated into three levels to reflect nonlinear effects. The three levels of US time (factor A) were 5, 8, and 10, and those of US power (factor B) were 120, 160, and 200. The three levels of BF (factor C) were 10, 15, and 18, and those of BF time factor D) were 7, 10, and 12. The three levels of SF (factor E) were 10, 13, and 15. Instead of 243 experiments, the L 27 (3 13 ) OA required only 27 experiments. The two experimental outputs in this study, ball size and ball shear, were converted by using SNR, which has the higher-the-better characteristic. Table 3 shows the L 27 experimental results for the five experimental parameters, which included two experimental outputs, ball size (µm) and ball shear (gf), and their corresponding ηs. Table 4 shows the response table for each factor for ball size, and Fig. 5 plots the effects of the factors on ball size, which were obtained by computing the η 1 for each factor level in Table 3 . Table 4 shows that factor levels 3, 1, 1, 2, and 3 were selected for factors A, B, C, D, and E, respectively. Thus, the best factor-level combinations for ball size were A3: 10 (ms), B1: 120 (mW), C1: 10 (gf), D2: 10 (ms), and E3: 15(gf). Factors that significantly affected wire bonding performance were then identified by ANOVA. Table 5 shows the ANOVA results for ball size. For a confidence level of at least 90%, the most important factors were factors B and C. Factors B and C had F-ratios of 33.561 and 22.216, respectively, which were very large, and both factors had confidence levels of 100%. That is, factors B and C significantly affected VOLUME 4, 2016 ball size. Therefore, B1 and C1 significantly affected ball size in the wire bonding process. Table 6 shows the response table for the effects of each factor on ball shear, and Fig. 6 plots the effects of each factor on ball shear according to the η 2 computed for each factor level in Table 3 . Table 6 shows that factor levels 1, 3, 3, 3, and 3 were selected for factors A, B, C, D, and E, respectively. Thus, the best factor-level combination for ball shear was A1: 5 (ms), B3: 200 (mW), C3: 18 (gf), D3: 12 (ms), and E3: 15(gf). Table 7 shows the ANOVA results for ball shear. For a confidence level of at least 90%, the most important factors were factors A, B, C, and D, which had F-ratios of 3.638, 87.659, 9.533, and 6.643, respectively, which were very large. The confidence levels for Factors A, B, C, and D were 95.02%, 100%, 99.81%, and 99.21%, respectively. That is, factors A, B, C, and D significantly affected ball shear. Therefore, factors A1, B3, C3, and D3 significantly affected ball shear in the wire bonding process.
The above ANOVA analysis results show that factors B and C had the largest effects on ball size and ball shear. As seen in Tables 4 and 6 , Figs. 5 and 6, it could be concluded that the optimal values of A, B, C, D for ball size differ from those for ball shear; hence the FTLM is developed to find the best combination of parameter levels for optimizing two objective simultaneously. Therefore, two sets of SNRs, one for ball size and one for ball shear, were used to optimize process parameters in fuzzy logic analysis. Table 8 shows the MPCIs obtained for L 27 based on the ηs obtained for ball size and for ball shear by performing Mamdani method with trapezoidal, Gaussian, and triangular MFs. Tables 9-11 show the response table for the effect of each factor on MPCI obtained by using trapezoidal, Gaussian, and triangular MFs, respectively. Figs. 7(a)-(c) plot the effects of each factor on the MPCI when using trapezoidal, Gaussian, and triangular MFs, respectively. The effects were determined by computing the MPCI of each factor level in Table 8 . Tables 9-11 and Fig. 7 show that trapezoidal, Gaussian, and triangular MFs obtain the same three factor levels. Tables 9-11 show that factors levels 1, 2, 1, 3, and 3 are selected for factors A, B, C, D, and E, respectively. That is, the best factor-level combinations for MPCI are A1: 5 (ms), B2: 160 (mW), C1: 10 (gf), D3: 12 (ms), and E3: 15(gf).
For example, Table 12 shows the ANOVA results for MPCI when using a trapezoidal MF. For a confidence level of at least 90%, factors B, C, and D are the most important factors. Their F-ratio values are 4.619, 2.916, and 3.282, respectively, which are very high. The confidence levels of factors B, C, and D are 97.60%, 92.00%, and 93.91%, respectively. That is, factors B, C, and D significantly affect MPCI. Therefore, the statistically significant factors in the wire bonding process are B2, C1, and D3 on MPCI.
B. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In the next experiment, FLTM obtained process parameters of A1: 5 (ms), B2: 160 (mW), C1: 10 (gf), D3: 12 (ms), and E3: 15(gf). Table 13 compares the previous design and FLTM in terms of parameters and experimental values obtained for average ball size and average ball shear in 10 independent experiments. The previous design data were provided by a Taiwan semiconductor company. The standard deviations that 0.196 and 0.214 for ball size and ball shear, respectively, obtained by the proposed FLTM were also smaller than the standard deviations that 0.246 and 0.245 for ball size and ball shear, respectively, obtained by the previous design.
The response surface methodology (RSM) [51] and the multiple regression method (MRM) [52] were used to model the relationship between the synthetic performance measure and process parameters. The RSM model contains an intercept, linear terms, interactions, and squared terms, while the MRM model has the same terms as the RSM model except for interactions. Models trained using RSM and MRM have five process parameters and one output corresponding to the single performance measure, which combines the normalized η values (between [0 1]) for ball size and the normalized η values (between [0 1]) for ball shear. Table 13 shows the best parameters and experimental values obtained by the RSM with GA and by the MRM with GA for average ball size and average ball shear in 10 independent experiments. The standard deviations were 0.296 and 0.287 for ball size and ball shear, respectively, obtained by the RSM with GA, while the standard deviations were 0.288 and 0.285 for ball size and ball shear, respectively, obtained by the MRM with GA. The back-propagation neural network (BPNN) was used to model the relationship between the synthetic performance measure and process parameters. Each of the developed networks has five neurons in the input layer corresponding to five process parameters and one neuron in the output layer corresponding to the single performance measure, VOLUME 4, 2016 [14] , [15] . Table 13 shows the best parameter values and experimental values obtained by the BPNN with GA for average ball size and average ball shear in 10 independent experiments. The standard deviations were 0.288 and 0.248 for ball size and ball shear, respectively, obtained by the BPNN with GA.
To evaluate the suitability of FLTM for finding process parameters and for solving the two contradictory output responses, performance was compared among FLTM, RSM with GA, MRM with GA, and BPNN with GA. The objectives were minimizing ball size and maximizing ball shear. The evolutionary parameters of the GA in the computational experiments were population size of 50, crossover rate of 0.8, and mutation rate of 0.1. The GA experiments were performed in 30 independent runs. The neuron activation functions of hidden and output neurons of the BPNN were logistic sigmoid and identity, respectively. The number of neurons in the hidden layer was iteratively optimized by developing several neural networks and observing the mean-squared-error index of the output error. The network training process continued until training and testing errors no longer decreased or until testing errors increased. Table 13 shows that the average ball sizes obtained by FLTM and by BPNN with GA were smaller than those obtained by the previous design and that average ball shear values obtained by FLTM and by BPNN with GA were larger than those obtained by the previous design. The results obtained by the FLTM and by the BPNN with GA met the objectives of the smaller-the-better characteristic for ball size and the largerthe-better characteristic for ball shear. However, the average ball sizes obtained by RSM with GA and by MRM with GA were larger than those obtained by the previous design, and the average ball shear values obtained by RSM with GA and by MRM with GA were larger than those obtained by the previous design. The results obtained by RSM with GA and by MRM with GA did not achieve the smaller-the-better objective for ball size. Additionally, the average ball size obtained by FLTM is smaller than that obtained by BPNN with GA, and the average ball shear obtained by FLTM is larger than that obtained by BPNN with GA. Fig. 8 compares the bonding results for process parameters obtained by FLTM and by the previous design. The comparison shows that the process parameters obtained by FLTM result in a smaller ball size and a larger ball shear compared to those obtained by RSM with GA, MRM with GA, BPNN with GA, and the previous design. Furthermore, the standard deviations obtained by the proposed FLTM were also smaller than those obtained by RSM with GA, MRM with GA, BPNN with GA, and the previous design. The comparisons show that the proposed FLTM is an effective tool for optimizing process parameters for the smaller-the-better characteristic of ball size and for the larger-the-better characteristic of ball shear in a wire bonding process.
Additional advantages of the FLTM approach in designing optimal process parameters for wire bonding are discussed below.
Although Cu wire bonding is gradually replacing Au wire bonding, their yields differ. The objective of this study was to apply fuzzy-logic-based techniques in a wire bonding process, regardless of the material. The proposed FLTM method is a systematic reasoning approach to using Taguchi method and fuzzy logic for simultaneous optimization of multiple performance characteristics. This study considered Au wire bonding, which is an actual industrial process currently used by a Taiwan semiconductor company. Notably, the FLTM can be used to solve problems involving multiple contradictory objectives in the semiconductor industry, regardless of whether the materials are Au, Cu, or Sn. Practical application of the process parameter settings obtained by the proposed method by a Taiwan semiconductor company has indeed increased production efficiency.
The Taguchi method is a robust design approach to using statistical experimental design concepts. An OA enables analysis of numerous design variables with a small number of experiments. Since an OA is a fractional factorial matrix, it ensures a balanced comparison of levels of any factor or interactions of factors. Using an OA to collect the appropriate data for wire bonding can reduce development and manufacturing costs. In this study, SNRs and response tables were used to find the best factor-level combinations, and ANOVA was used to identify the significant control factors. Integration of OA, SNR, response table, and ANOVA in the optimization of process parameters of an industrial wire bonding process obtained promising performance improvements.
Combining fuzzy logic with MPCI in process parameter optimization enables simultaneous consideration of all quality characteristics of interest to designers and customers. The conventional approach to solving optimization problems involving multiple quality characteristics is to weight each output response. However, the current practice in the industry is to perform weighting based on the field experience of the engineer, which introduces many uncertainties. The fuzzy logic procedure used in MPCI reduces human uncertainties and does not require complex mathematical computations. The system simulations in this study applied fuzzy logic in MPCI. Compared to conventional methods, the output results satisfy more requirements of designers and customers. Although, from a theoretical perspective, the proposed FLTM appears to be a relatively minor innovation, the experiments in this study confirmed that the proposed FLTM substantially improves the smaller-thebetter characteristic of ball size and the larger-the-better characteristic of ball shear in a wire bonding process. That is, the proposed FLTM method has immediate real-world applications and can promote the further transfer of fuzzylogic-based technology from academia to industry. Here it should be noticed that a Taiwan semiconductor company has already begun using the systematic FLTM approach proposed in this study to optimize wire bonding process parameters instead of using the conventional non-systematic trial-anderror method. That is, a Taiwan semiconductor company has benefited from use of the developed method. The proposed design method uses a fuzzy-logic-based approach to solving the design problem of parameter optimization for a wire bonding process, so it can consider multiple performance characteristics. The experimental results discussed above indicate that the proposed FLTM approach indeed performs comparably to RSM with GA, MRM with GA, and BPNN with GA. Besides, the proposed FLTM outperforms the nonfuzzy-logic-based techniques currently used in the industry (e.g., Taguchi method and the conventional trial-and-error method).
Both RSM and MRM are well-defined and commonly used statistical techniques for process design and optimization in many domains. Multiresponse optimization problems can be efficiently solved by combining RSM and MRM with other methods (e.g., the hybrid RSM-GA and MRM-GA methods proposed by the authors). However, a limitation of RSM and MRM in multiple response problems is that they do not enable simultaneous optimization of multiple responses in highly non-linear processes in which multiple outputs are influenced by a large number of variables. In these cases, RSM and MRM models may not find the overall best solution and are easily trapped in local minima [14] - [16] , [53] , [54] .
The BPNN has attractive theoretical properties and can model nonlinear interactions and has been successfully used to model many industrial process systems in recent years. For modeling, the BPNN has several advantages over conventional methods. However, sufficient data are essential for accurate prediction and optimization results.
In other words, the common limitation of the above methods is that characteristic data must be sufficient for analyzing, modeling, and optimizing. Therefore, the main issue is which method is most suitable for solving a specific problem when available data are limited. This study demonstrated that the proposed FLTM effectively solves the smaller-the-better characteristic for ball size and the largerthe-better characteristics for ball shear in a wire bonding process.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The major contribution of this study is the integration of OA, SNR, response table, ANOVA, fuzzy logic, and MPCI in the proposed FLTM to optimizing wire bonding process VOLUME 4, 2016 parameters. The FLTM reduces the time and cost of designing process parameters for wire bonding with no loss of effectiveness. An OA is used to collect experimental data for ball size and ball shear in wire bonding. The SNRs, response table, and ANOVA are used to analyze the two contradictory output responses for ball size and ball shear. The FLTM solves the two contradictory output responses and explores the better process parameters. Experiments confirmed that the process parameters obtained by the FLTM achieve a smaller ball size and a larger ball shear compared to those obtained by conventional methods, including RSM with GA, MRM with GA, BPNN with GA, and the previous design. In conclusion, wire bonding process parameters optimized by the proposed FLTM obtain superior ball size and ball shear compared to other methods. 
